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collection of seating and surfaces designed by Monica Armani, and Infinito + Masalla lounge 
seating and tables by Toan Nguyen were all winners. Bandeau, Presse, Boucle Grid and Lustrado, 
plus Line Language – all from Suzanne Tick’s new Textured Edge collection for Teknion Tex-
tiles– were also honored.

“GOOD DESIGN celebrates the most innovative products and industry leaders in design and 
manufacturing excellence in the world marketplace,” said David Feldberg, Teknion President & 
CEO. “We proudly share these six prestigious awards with our many talented designers – Moni-
ca Armani, Toan Nguyen, Suzanne Tick and members of our own in-house design

Teknion’s upStage workplace furniture system connects individual personalities and work-
styles by allowing people to independently manage their preferences for visual privacy, move-
ment, orientation and storage. The Livello Height-Adjustable Bench is an industry leading sit-
stand bench that provides each user with individual control of their work and

The Qui collection of seating and surfaces encourages creativity to design highly functional, 
collaborative scenarios. Infinito + Masalla lounge seating and tables embody the traditional 
applications of a lounge group while adding verve and functionality to any environment. Both 
collections are from Teknion Studio.

Line Language is an upholstery fabric that is reminiscent of the act of drawing and painting. 
Bandeau, Presse, Boucle Grid and Lustrado are a group of textural solids created from weave 
structures. All are part of Textured Edge, a new collection of upholstery, panel and wall fabrics 
that pay homage to the action of creating art.
MANUFACTURERS

Mimeo Receives Good Design™ Award FOR 2015
 ! Mimeo, a task chair from Allsteel designed in partnership 

with Bruce Fifield of StudioFifield, Milan, has won a 2015 
GOOD DESIGN™ award in the 
furniture category. Founded in 
1950 by legendary architects Eero 

Saarinen, Charles and Ray Eames and Edgar Kaufmann, Jr., 
and organized annually by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum 
of Architecture and Design in cooperation with the Euro-
pean Centre for Architecture, Art, Design and Urban Studies, 
GOOD DESIGN is the world’s oldest and most recognized 
design awards program. Truly international in scope, it covers 
new products designed and manufactured in North and South 
America, Europe, Asia and Africa.

The honor acknowledges Mimeo’s advances in technology and aesthetics. The chair’s inno-
vative weight-activated motion automatically delivers the appropriate amount of tension for 
every desired posture, from full upright to full recline. Available in eight fabric colors, Mimeo is 
appropriately scaled for use in open office plans without overwhelming the environment. And 
while its distinctive silhouette and smart use of materials create a strong visual impact, it readily 
adapts to a variety of office design styles.


